“If we have data about you, you have it too...
To use however you like!”

The Mesinfos project explores what might happen if the companies and administrations holding personal data started sharing it with the individuals concerned.

October, 2013 - February, 2014
WWW.MESINFOS.FING.ORG
For decades, companies and administrations have built ever more efficient means with which to capture, store and process customer and user data. Yet individuals derive no real benefit from this: neither information, nor knowledge, nor new skills.

Mesinfos will gather a core group of companies and organizations in order to explore, in an agile and practical manner, the value that individuals could derive from being empowered with their own data.

**WHAT KIND OF DATA?**

Consumption / Personal finances / Communication / Web browsing / Mobility / Health & wellness / Education & training / Work...

**FOR WHAT PURPOSE?**

Manage one’s daily life and paperwork / Control one’s personal data / Improve self-knowledge / Make better, goals-based or values-based decisions / Contribute to shared knowledge...

**MESINFOS CO-OPERATES WITH OTHER COUSIN PROJECTS:**

> In the UK: Midata (http://www.midatalab.org.uk)

> In the USA: Smart Disclosure (http://www.data.gov/consumer/page/consumer-about)

> VRM Community: Vendor Relationship Management (http://cyber.law.harvard.edu/projectvrm/Main_Page)

> The Quantified Self Community (http://quantifiedself.com)
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